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SUMMARY: The proximities are important for di®erent purposes, for example
to evaluate the risk of collisions of asteroids or comets with the Solar-System planets.
We describe a simple and e±cient method for ¯nding the asteroid proximities in the
case of elliptical orbits with a common focus. In several examples we have compared
our method with the recent excellent algebraic and polynomial solutions of Gronchi
(2002, 2005).
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1. INTRODUCTION
With regard that the number of minor bod-
ies of the Solar System is very large and that the
present catalogues include a couple of hundred thou-
sands asteroids, the probability that the orbits for a
couple of them fall close to each other in the phase
space is very high. For this reason the problem of
the smallest mutual distances, known as proximities,
occupies an important place in astronomical studies.
The behaviour of minor planets during a proximity
o®ers the possibility to determine their masses and
(some) other characteristics.
The ¯rst to begin the work on this prob-
lem were Gould (1858) and d'Arest (1860). Bear-
ing in mind the relative distribution of orbits of as-
teroids they supposed that the proximities of these
orbits could be expected in the vicinity of the
relative nodes. These problems were also stud-
ied by StrÄ omgren (1959), but also in his original
way much before, by famous mathematician Gauss
(1802). Nevertheless, the equations which, in the
given scienti¯c-historical circumstances, found a par-
ticular application in the solving of the proximity
problem are due to the Litrow (1831). His equations
can be written in the following form:
®sin(E + B) ¡ a2e2 sin2E + ®0 sin(E + B0)cosE1+
+ ®00 sin(E + B00)sinE1 = 0;
¯ sin(E + C) ¡ a2
1e2
1 sin2E1 + ¯0 sin(E1 + C0)cosE+
+ ¯00 sin(E1 + C00)sinE = 0:
(1)
In these equations a and a1 are the semimajor axes,
e and e1 the eccentricities of the orbits, whereas the
quantities ®; ®0;®00; ¯; ¯0; ¯00; B; B0; B00; C; C0
and C00 are functions of the orbital elements of the
two asteroids.
This is followed by the papers of Linser (1862)
and Galle (1910), and Galle determined equations
yielding the minimum distance between two orbits
in the following form:
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¸sin(E1 + ¤) =
a
2a1
sin
2 'sin2E + ®sin(E + ¸);
¸0 sin(E1 + ¤0) =
a
2a
sin
2 '1 sin2E1 + ®0 sin(E + ¸00):
(2)
The quantities ¸; ¸0, ¤; ¤0, ®; ®0, A; A0 can be rep-
resented by means of cumbersome and complicated
expressions, obtained after many substitutions and
transformations.
In the meantime, Fayet (1906) has determined
by the intersections the proximities involving 800 as-
teroid orbits and also periodic comets and major
planets. The intersection for an asteroid is a closed
curve obtained as the projection of the true aster-
oid orbit onto the semi-plane perpendicular to the
plane of ecliptic. The accuracy of Fayet's procedure
attained 0±:5{1± in the longitude and §0:003 AU for
the distance at the proximity. In a set of 320,000 in-
tersection pairs, Fayet found six pairs for which the
mutual distance of asteroids in the proximity did not
exceed 0:0004 AU or 60;000 km.
By limiting the treatment to the cases of
coplanar asteroids or, in other words, to those cases
where the longitude of ascending node and inclina-
tion were approximately equal, Lazovi¶ c (1964, 1967)
and Mi· skovi¶ c (1974) have applied this method as well
and, with some amendments, it is still in use.
Considering various aspects and possibilities
for determining the proximities Lazovi¶ c also de-
veloped mixed numerical-graphical methods. In
one of such cases, Lazovi¶ c (1974) derives equations
of straight lines where the true anomaly appears
as the parameter. The development and applica-
tion of computers resulted in abandoning of the
graphical methods but, in principle, there were still
adapted forms of these methods developed by La-
zovi¶ c (1976, 1978).
The same author (Lazovi¶ c 1970, 1971) pre-
sented the analysis and calculated the perturbations
for pairs of quasicoplanar asteroids, whereas Lazovi¶ c
and Kuzmanoski (1974, 1976) gave some results con-
cerning the duration of the proximities, as well as
the changes of the mutual distances caused by the
changes of the orbital elements. By calculating the
proximities for the orbits of asteroids Ceres, Pallas,
Juno, Vesta and other numbered minor planets, La-
zovi¶ c and Kuzmanoski (1983) obtained a proximity
of only 0.0000154 AU, i.e. only 2300 km between (2)
Pallas and (1193) Africa. Simovljevi¶ c (1979) gave an-
alytical expressions for perturbation e®ects in orbits
of asteroids during a proximity.
Recently, we met di®erent approaches to the
proximity problem. Kholshevnikov and Vassiliev
(1999) succeeded in simplifying the function of dis-
tance between two orbits by applying various sub-
stitutions. Gronchi (2002) determined the total, i.e.
the maximum possible, number of stationary points
in the distance function and gave the dependence of
their number on the geometry of their orbits, also
essential analytical improvements.
By using the true anomalies, Lazovi¶ c (1974)
starts from the condition that the heliocentric posi-
tion vectors ~ r1 and ~ r2 for the ¯rst and second ellipti-
cal orbits should be expressed via the true anomalies
(À1; À2) in the form:
~ r1 = r1 cosÀ1~ P1 + r1 sinÀ1 ~ Q1;
~ r2 = r2 cosÀ2~ P2 + r2 sinÀ2 ~ Q2;
(3)
and that the relative position vector is equal to
~ ½ = ~ r1 ¡ ~ r2. The square of the distance will also
be a function of the true anomalies and the condi-
tional equations for the existence of extremum will
have the following form:
@½2
@À1
= 0;
@½2
@À2
= 0: (4)
After solving and transforming he obtains expres-
sions of the form:
f(À1;À2) = 0; g(À1;À2) = 0; (5)
i.e. a system of transcendent equations expressed via
the true anomalies, which he solves by applying suc-
cessive approximations until the following values are
found:
À1n = À1(n¡1) + ¢À1(n¡1);
À2n = À2(n¡1) + ¢À2(n¡1); (6)
satisfying the initial system of equations to a neces-
sary accuracy level.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
With regard that the orbits of asteroids are el-
liptical, speaking strictly mathematically, the prob-
lem consist in calculating all the possible minimum
spatial distances between two ellipses with a common
focus.
After applying some substitutions, system (4)
becomes expressed through algebraic forms, and this
results in simplifying the distance function (Khol-
shevnikov and Vassiliev 1999). Gronchi (2002) gives
the distance function as the square of the distance,
but in a rectangular coordinate system. He uses
Bernstein's (1975) theorem which concerns the so-
lution intersection of two polynomials with two vari-
ables in the complex ¯eld of numbers and by applying
Minkowski's sum he calculates the total number of
solutions for the system. Based on this he determines
the number of stationary points for the distance func-
tion depending on whether the orbits are circular or
elliptical. This situation can be better appreciated
from Table 1 where the eccentricities (e and e0) of
the ¯rst and second asteroid orbits are used.
Table 1.
eccentricity
of the ¯rst or-
bit
eccentricity
of the second
orbit
number of
stationary
points
e 6= 0 e0 6= 0 12
e 6= 0 e0 = 0 10
e = 0 e0 6= 0 10
e = 0 e0 = 0 8
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The ¯rst question here is if there are more
characteristic positions (apart from the vicinity of
relative nodes) where proximities can be expected.
Then, one can ask whether this is possible to con-
clude based on a mere inspection of the orbital ele-
ments.
With regard that a proximity means a min-
imum of the mutual distance of two elliptical or-
bits and knowing that at the proximity both vec-
torial Eqs. (3) are satis¯ed simultaneously, another
question arises: what about the values which also
satisfy both vectorial equations, but are not prox-
imities (saddle points and maxima), and how large
can be their total number? Knowing that all these
values (proximities, saddle points and maxima) are
solutions of the transcendent Eqs. (5) the answers
would surely explain and de¯ne the proximity prob-
lem better. A more complete analysis concerning
the possible number of all extremal values of the
distance function between two elliptical orbits can
be found, as already said, in the papers by Khol-
shevnikov and Vassiliev (1999) and Gronchi (2002,
2005). Their analyses con¯rm the earlier hypotheses
that there can be four minima, or proximities, in the
distance between two elliptical orbits. They also give
the number and positions for the other extremal val-
ues (stationary points) satisfying the initial system
of Eqs. (5).
3. EXISTENCE OF PROXIMITIES
AND CRITICAL POINTS
OF THE DISTANCE
When we speak about the particular condi-
tions which must be ful¯lled in order to have a prox-
imity between two elliptical orbits of minor planets,
we should point out the following cases:
a) There is always at least one proximity. This
is clear because of the well known property of
two closed curves in space that at least one
minimum distance must exist (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Projection of the asteroids' orbits (4-638)
on the plane of the ¯rst orbit one proximity example.
Fig. 2.a/b Projection of the asteroid orbits (1-3468), left, and (6-16), right, on the plane of the ¯rst orbit;
two proximities example.
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Fig. 3.a/b Projection of the asteroids orbits (1943-3200), left, and (287-486), right, on the plane of the
¯rst orbit; three proximities example.
b) Two proximities can exist and this is, practi-
cally, the most frequent case. They are usually
located in the vicinity of the relative nodes.
With regard to the relatively low mutual incli-
nation in all the examples given here the pro-
jections onto the XY plane o®er a su±ciently
realistic picture of the true situation. Never-
theless, we introduce here the term projection
intersection because these points need not al-
ways be in the vicinity of the relative nodes.
For the case of two proximities it is enough to
have an inclination between the orbital planes
or viewing the projections onto the XY plane
to have impression of their intersecting at two
points. Figs. 2a - 2b in principle represent all
the cases which are possible in reality. In Fig.
2a, the projection of the orbits for a pair of
minor planets (1-3468) onto the XY plane is
given whereas in Fig. 2b one ¯nds the corre-
sponding projection for another pair (6-16).
c) The case with three proximities is possible,
but it takes place much more rarely when the
orbits of asteroids are in question. The distri-
bution of proximities is, as a rule, such that
two of them are in the vicinity of the projec-
tion intersections of the orbits (more rarely
in the vicinity of nodes), whereas the third
one is always almost symmetrically located on
the opposite side. The conditions for existence
of such a case usually follow from the special
positions of the previous case. This can be
clearly seen from Fig. 3a for the minor-planet
pair (1943-3200) and from Fig. 3b for the pair
(287-486 ).
d) Four proximities are also possible, but in re-
ality it is very di±cult to ¯nd them. The ex-
ample from Fig. 4 is a simulation of Gronchi's
(2002) model and it clearly demonstrates that
the case with four proximities is possible.
With regard to a very high eccentricity and
also to an extremely high relative inclination (more
than 80±) in this example, as well as to other exam-
inations with similar values of ellipse elements, one
is inclined to think that cases with four proximities
are possible only for the pairs with characteristics
similar to the simulated ones.
The fact is that the total number of proxim-
ities and maximum distances is always equal to the
number of saddle points. All these values are solu-
tions of the system of transcendent equations, i.e.
stationary points of the distance function. With
regard that the maximum number of intersecting
points between two ellipses in the plane with a com-
mon focus is equal to 2 (Milisavljevi¶ c 2002), the
following question arises: What cause, typical for
the distances between two ellipses in the same plane
with one common focus, could in the case of a minor
change of the inclination, result in three proximities?
Such a case would be when we have two com-
mon points and a third one where the two orbits are
almost in contact as shown in Fig. 5. The third
characteristic position (M3) can be additional min-
imum distance between two ellipses provided that
SP1 = SP2. This distance cannot be equal to zero,
i.e. it will not become a real contact.
Fig. 4. Projection of the ¯ctious asteroid orbits
(Gronchi 2002) on the plane of the ¯rst orbit; four
proximities example.
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Fig. 5. Characteristic areas of proximity in the
case of 3 proximities.
Fig. 6. Characteristic areas of proximity in the
case of 4 proximities.
When the given conditions are ful¯lled, and
the situation is like that in Fig. 5 where, as a rule,
the characteristic place of "contact" is near the per-
ihelion for the rotating ellipse, we obtain a model
which, in the stereometric case for non-zero inclina-
tion of the ellipses, has three proximities. Two of
them are in the vicinity of the projection intersec-
tions of the orbits M1 and M2, whereas the third
one takes place near the characteristic position M3.
The case with four proximities could be viewed
as a special case of the previous one (see Fig. 4). The
two ellipses now have a position with two common
points, but the perihelion positions di®er by about
180± (Fig. 6).
This is not the case of the two proximities
from Fig. 2a, but from this planimetric interpre-
tation concerning the stereometric case, for a suf-
¯ciently high inclination di®erence of the planes in
which the ellipses are, the presence of two more prox-
imities within the zones M3 and M4 results. These
proximities are located almost symmetrically with
respect to the direction of the maximum distance
between the ellipses. There are two reasons for their
existence. The ¯rst is the position of the ellipses re-
sembling "the links of a chain" (the perihelia are on
the opposite sides) so that the position M3 from Fig.
5, conditionally called "the contact point", does not
exist here. On the contrary, bearing in mind that the
position M3 was in the perihelia direction, under the
conditions of this mutual positioning of the ellipses,
it is simply lost and corresponds to one of the largest
distances (shaded part in Fig. 6). Thus we have a
situation in which we remain with two proximities
only, as already presented in Fig. 2a.
However, the gradual enlarging of the relative
inclination between the planes of the ellipses leads to
the appearance, at ¯rst, of the third proximity and
then, around "the critical angle" (in the given exam-
ple its value is 79±-81±), also of the fourth proximity.
They are both just in the zones M3 and M4. It is
clear that the su±ciently high inclination between
the two ellipses, where we have four proximities, will
not be the same for all the examples of this type, but
it can be said that just this is the reason why four
proximities exist.
All the other possible positions (regardless of
values of orbital elements, especially of that of the
relative inclination) can yield nothing which would
be substantially di®erent from the examples pre-
sented here. The last case with four proximities is
the most complicated one. Together with the two
maximum distances existing here and the six saddle
points it has a total of 12 stationary points. This is
also the maximal number of solutions to this problem
which has been explicitely conjectured by (Gronchi
2002) In the same paper there is a proof that they
are at most 16 in the general case (12 if one orbit is
circular).
4. DESCRIPTION OF OUR ALGORITHM
The procedure for ¯nding all possible proximi-
ties, which will be presented here, is based on an idea
of Simovljevi¶ c (1977) which has not been published
yet.
The idea is to construct from an arbitrary
point of an orbit (though it is completely unimpor-
tant from which orbit it is started) a perpendicular
line to another orbit and then to construct, from the
obtained point on the second orbit, the perpendicu-
lar line to the ¯rst orbit. The procedure should be
continued until the proximities are found, i.e. the
two perpendicular lines coincide with each other.
According to this idea one should use the fact
that the two position vectors ~ r1 and ~ r2 are known
at every point of the orbit which yields the relative
position vector ~ ½. Its modulus at the point of the
proximity determines the distance at the proximity
itself.
Here we do not want to introduce any approx-
imations. Instead, we establish the convergence of
the relative position vector ~ ½ provided that the lim-
iting case of its convergence is always at one of the
possible proximities. In this way, by calculating the
last value of the relative position vector, we can also
calculate the proximity. We shall have as many prox-
imities as there are such convergence while we shift
along one of the orbits.
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Fig. 8. Geometrical illustration of the proximity problem solving.
Let us denote ~ ½1;~ ½2;~ ½3;:::;~ ½n the corresponding
vectors after the i-th calculation, i=1,...,n
We are starting, as a rule, from the perihelion
(v1 = E1 = 0) but we can also construct the rela-
tive position vector ~ ½ from an arbitrary point of the
¯rst orbit. Fig. 7 illustrates such a procedure but
for the sake of better appearance and understanding
the relative position vector starts from aphelion. It
doesn't change anything in process of calculation as
we demonstrated before. This vector must be per-
pendicular to the tangent at the corresponding point
of the orbit of the other asteroid. One of the two
equations known for the proximity condition is the
vector equation for the given procedure, i.e. the fol-
lowing equation:
(~ r2 ¡~ r1) ¢
d~ r2
dt
= 0: (7)
Since E1 has already been chosen (usually it is ini-
tially E1 = 0), the unknown quantity in this vector
equation is E2 only. It can be calculated by using the
data concerning a particular case. After calculating
E2 we have a point on the other orbit which is the
end point of ~ ½, the relative position vector. Then
the procedure is repeated, but this time the origin
of ~ ½ is at the point of the second orbit for which the
calculated value of eccentric anomaly is E2.
The end point of the relative position vector ~ ½
for the given point of the ¯rst orbit is perpendicular
to the tangent at this point. Thus:
(~ r1 ¡~ r2) ¢
d~ r1
dt
= 0 (8)
and now the unknown quantity is E1. All other quan-
tities are known, including E2, as well, obtained from
the previous calculation. It is seen that the proce-
dure is repeated until the "departing" and "arriv-
ing" vectors have equal moduli and directions or, in
other words, both equations are satis¯ed to a given
accuracy (established by the user at the beginning
of the procedure). The two last values for E1 and
E2 in the calculation process are the values for ec-
centric anomalies for which the minimum distance is
attained, the last calculated value for the modulus
of ~ ½. According to the present geometric procedure
one assumes that the position vectors for the minor
planets are expressed in terms of eccentric anomalies
E1 and E2, i.e.
~ r1 = a1(cosE1 ¡ e1)
!
P1 +b1 sinE1
!
Q1;
~ r2 = a2(cosE2 ¡ e2)
!
P2 +b2 sinE2
!
Q2:
(9)
Bearing in mind that
d~ r
dt
=
!
V and using the relation
d~ r
dt
=
d~ r
dE
dE
dt
, Eqs. (8) and (7) can be written as:
(~ r1 ¡
* r2) ¢
d~ r1
dE1
= 0;
(~ r2 ¡
* r1) ¢
d~ r2
dE2
= 0:
(10)
In what follows the system (10) is solved step by step
as we described above.
Only one of the four possible roots is of inter-
est to us. It is de¯ned as the smallest value among all
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possible di®erences of the moduli of vectors ~ r2 and
~ r1. We can ¯nd the corresponding eccentric anoma-
lies and also the moduli of the position vectors. By
subtracting the modulus of ~ r1 from each modulus of
~ r2 we obtain four values for the modulus of ~ ½. Their
comparison yields the smallest among them. The
corresponding eccentric anomaly is the solution we
were looking for.
5. COMPARATIVE UNCERTAINTIES
AND ADVANTAGES
OF OUR METHOD
The other solutions of our vector equations {
saddle points and maximum distances { cannot be di-
rectly obtained by using this procedure. The reason
is that the relative position vector ~ ½ is always per-
pendicular to the tangent at the orbit point where it
ends up so that, consequently, it always converges to
the minimum distances between two elliptical orbits.
Vice versa, if it were perpendicular to the tangent at
the orbit point of its origin, in some cases we could
have a convergence to the saddle points and max-
imum distance between two elliptical orbits. How-
ever, while the procedure for determining the mini-
mum distance or proximity calculates (regardless of
the relative position and sizes of the elliptical orbits)
all proximities, the converse procedure doesn't guar-
antee determining of all saddle points and maximum
distances, but this depends on the particular case.
Due to this reason, the converse procedure is
not used here. Instead, the positions of the saddle
points and of the maximum are found directly from
the plots such as the plot of the distance function. If
more precise values are needed, it is possible to use
Lazovi¶ c's (1993) approximative procedure.
The procedure for proximity determination
presented here guarantees that both orbits are
searched completely so that there is no risk for any
possible proximity not taking place at an expected
position (usually in the vicinity of relative nodes) to
evade the detection.
On the basis of geometric presentation in
the present work an analytical procedure is derived
and the corresponding software (algorithm and pro-
gramme) is developed.
In the case of the earlier methods, the two
vector equations:
(~ r1 ¡~ r2) ¢ ~ V1 = 0;
(~ r2 ¡~ r1) ¢ ~ V2 = 0;
(11)
de¯ning the problem, have been treated together
only, i.e. as a system. With regard that Eqs. (11)
are transcendent, they have been solved largely by
using successive approximations, no matter whether
the variables were true or eccentric anomalies.
The main characteristic of our program is that
it always starts from E1 = 0 for every pair of aster-
oids, but it works for every point on orbit as we can
see on Fig. 7. Di®erent input data (E1=5±, E2=10±,
..., En=n¢5±) is ¯rst ¯nd an area where there is prox-
imity, and then access to accurate calculation. The
reason for this approach is not to miss any minimum
distance and saddle in the area covered.
If j~ ½1j > j~ ½2j (i.e. in general case j~ ½n¡1j >
j~ ½nj), there is no need to increase the following in-
put value for E by 5 degrees because the proximity
is ahead.
If j~ ½1j < j~ ½2j (i.e. in general case j~ ½n¡1j <
j~ ½nj), then the following input value for E increases
by 5 degrees. That means that the saddle is ahead
and we repeat the procedure until we locate region
which contains proximity.
Fig. 8. Geometrical illustration of the saddle problem solving, during the proximity calculation.
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Table 2.
Group Type Number of Number of Number of Total number of
minima maxima saddle points stationary points
I
A 1 1 2 4
B 1 2 3 6
II
A 2 1 3 6
B 2 2 4 8
III
A 3 1 4 8
B 3 2 5 10
IV B 4 2 6 12
As a matter of principle we search the whole
orbit in order not to miss any possible proximity.
Due to the continues alteration of the mini-
mum distances and saddle points we shift the de-
parting vector always to a new initial position until
it crosses the neighboring saddle point and ceases to
get back to proximity calculated earlier (Fig. 8). If
the ¯rst elliptical orbit were situated in the xy plane
oriented edge on, we will see it as a horizontal line.
The other one would in such a case be represented
with the its elliptical projection as shown Fig. 8 (in
this particular case the major axes of two orbits are
aligned for better representation but this in general is
not the case). The plot thus corresponds to the pro-
jection of these two elliptical orbits onto the plane
XZ or Y Z depending on the other parameters.
It is to be said here that, though the values
for ½ at some saddles can even be smaller than the
minima, i.e. than the proximities, this fact has no
serious in°uence on the method and functionating of
the programme. The reason is that it can never take
place between "neighboring minima", but at other
characteristic positions, so that the alternation be-
tween narrower and wider areas in the band, where
the procedure takes place, is always present and, con-
sequently, no disturbances are possible during the
search and calculations.
6. APPLYING THE METHOD TO
THE SET OF ASTEROIDS
By applying of the procedure presented above
we have examined the proximities for about 600,000
pairs of asteroids. Here we present the results for
selected examples of every type (Table 2). The other
results are given in Appendix.
Note that in no case can we have a pair of as-
teroids which would not belong to any of the types
from these four groups.
On the basis of this classi¯cation we can con-
clude that the two transcendental Eqs. (3), describ-
ing the proximity problem, can have 4, 6, 8, 10 or
12 solutions. Depending on the values of the corre-
sponding partial derivatives, these solutions can be
minima, maxima or saddle points.
Analyzing all the obtained results, the follow-
ing comment becomes possible:
a) In the ¯rst group of pairs for both types
one ¯nds very close inclination values so that
the quasi-coplanarity condition is here most
present. Nevertheless, it does not necessar-
ily guarantee close proximities. The reason
is that no projection intersection of orbits ex-
ists here. They are always inside each other
and, consequently, a small inclination di®er-
ence results in no close proximities. The posi-
tions and values of the saddle points, no mat-
ter whether there are two or three of them, are
as expected because they ful¯l the condition of
being longer the minimum and being smaller
than the maximum (which need not always be
the case). For type A the maximum distances
are usually at about 1800 with respect to the
proximity position, whereas in the case of type
B they can have various positions.
b) The second group of pairs occurs in reality
most frequently, especially type A. Due to this
the criteria for existence of asteroids pairs of
this type are the weakest. The positions of the
proximities are most frequently in the vicinity
of the nodal line, whereas the distribution of
the saddle points and maxima is quite irreg-
ular. In this group very close perihelion posi-
tions are possible for the case of type B.
c) The third asteroid group is the most rarely
met and they are hardly found among quasi-
coplanar asteroids. One of the three proxim-
ities is almost always very close to one of the
perihelia, whereas the other two are within
a somewhat wider neighborhood of the nodal
line. Their values are su±ciently close to each
other and the peaks in the plot of the function
1/½ are not so prominent. In the case of type B
from this group the situation is very speci¯c
and complex so that the ¯nding requires all
conditions to be strictly ful¯lled. The projec-
tion of the pair (1943-3200) onto the XY plane
shows that it looks just like as we predicted
theoretically in considering possible positions
of orbits with three proximities. Though the
values of the proximities are high, they take
place at the expected positions or su±ciently
close to them. A symmetry concerning the
major axes of both orbits (they almost coin-
cide), which exists in this example, causes two
maxima and even as much as saddle points
which, after adding three minima, means a to-
tal of ten solutions, i.e. pairs of values for E1
and E2 satisfying both initial equations. What
is curious in this example is the fact that one
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of the values for the relative position vector
at the saddle point is smaller than the corre-
sponding proximity value. If we had in reality
a case belonging to type B from this group,
but with all the three proximities su±ciently
small, then a simultaneous passage of both mi-
nor planets through such a saddle point might
be treated as a close encounter.
d) The fourth group and the model of two ellip-
tical orbits with four proximities, two maxima
and six saddle points, resembles the example
from the preceding group (1943-3200). The
di®erence concerns the opposite position of
the perihelia (one of them is shifted by about
180± with respect to the other one) and, of
course, the much higher relative inclination of
the orbital planes. The positions of the prox-
imities are at places where they are expected
to be located and their values are mutually
close enough. Here the modula of the relative
position vector at the saddle point can also be
smaller than a proximity, whereas the position
of one of the maximum distances is, due to the
opposite perihelion orientation, always in the
middle of the diagram.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Thanks to the analysis carried out here it be-
came possible to detect the existence of asteroids
pairs where three proximities can take place. It has
been also shown that the case with four proximities
is possible, as it has been supposed, but that such
a case is at present very di±cult to ¯nd among real
asteroids (if such exists at all with regard to their rel-
ative inclinations) due to the exceptionally rigorous
conditions concerning its existence. The presented
model with four proximities was obtained by Gronchi
(2002) by applying the method of random samples,
i.e. after many simulations and trials with various
values of elliptical elements.
The fact that the modulus of the relative po-
sition vector ~ ½ at some saddle points can be smaller
than at a proximity can also be pointed out, espe-
cially if the proximities are very light. Such cases
surely deserve attention and can be among the top-
ics of the future work concerning the proximity prob-
lems.
Finally it should be said that the main aim
of the present work was to ¯nally solve the dilemma:
how many extreme distances are really there between
two asteroids on their orbits and which kind of re-
lationship can they have? Bearing in mind the im-
portance of studying close encounters because of the
mass determination, as well as the fact that the pos-
sibility of a close encounter concerning the Earth is
always present, such and similar analysis contribute
to a better understanding of asteroids.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we present some of our nu-
merical results in the following three tables.
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Table A1. Comparative results for given pairs of minor planets. The ¯rst part contains examples with one
and two proximities. The second part contains examples with three and four proximities.
G
O
U
P
T
I
P
ASTEROID
PAIR
NUM.MIN.
N
U
M
.
M
A
X
.
E1 E2 ½
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
I A 4 638 1 1 318.967433 340.249584 0.11881608
5 933 1 1 312.706654 297.302111 0.047196291
5 7015 1 1 299.722771 272.883825 0.024417198
6 9038 1 1 234.851250 253.975712 0.040672117
6 17367 1 1 112.398698 90.992470 0.0065865653
8 16665 1 1 224.844783 251.317369 0.044100568
I B 6 5651 1 2 236.500346 243.517153 0,67499933
II A 1 3468 2 1 149.074598 266.231525 283.877566 26.989619 0.010086978 0.015192299
1 6358 2 1 66.118347 291.341853 261.103638 100.158154 0.0098925052 0.0081538673
3 3883 2 1 111.812402 303.266840 194.456494 357.732910 0.007961969 0.0077208055
3 4117 2 1 119.462212 293.389098 250.107399 23.822538 0.017956696 0.0047575898
3 4502 2 1 67.042155 253.598784 356.551117 151.919450 0.005247323 0.011706341
3 5001 2 1 113.484941 306.275822 232.045497 26.555078 0.0079492381 0.0002694883
3 5007 2 1 120.442905 311.448417 227.540475 22.071432 0.016495841 0.0091743864
II B 2 13 2 2 55.633571 261.555109 58.273631 247.507784 0.048952648 0.21530592
6 16 2 2 116.026033 302.073699 116.159223 299.344475 0.47502977 0.56712944
6 18 2 2 87.711718 288.546055 87.253306 288.575483 0.13666059 0.13546653
8 19 2 2 45.361053 257.466472 47.182367 261.378162 0.22475493 0.23055124
16 18 2 2 146.609615 291.312721 146.531778 294.090475 0.5675111 0.70773182
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Table A2. Results for minor planet pair 1943-3200.
E1 E2 ½
0.93711 359.95469 0.927278 Minimum
160.78361 114.93562 0.401940 Minimum
207.62990 247.20553 0.226661 Minimum
3.49866 180.48346 3.454164 Maximum
180.11995 359.39036 1.933373 Maximum
183.05929 177.78636 0.722612 Saddle
119.45135 316.76053 1.830068 Saddle
64.37153 39.75393 0.983832 Saddle
246.76346 45.15348 1.803981 Saddle
308.07886 326.30679 0.963051 Saddle
Table A3. Results of the simulated model for minor
planets MP1 and MP2.
E1 E2 ½
1.135 343.459 1.0527 Maximum
5.282 204.023 0.9703 Saddle
355.364 96.894 0.8324 Minimum
11.064 255.144 0.9554 Minimum
346.325 323.537 1.0487 Saddle
291.754 8.231 0.8696 Minimum
34.551 302.158 0.9757 Saddle
321.611 40.033 0.8982 Saddle
67.552 339.553 0.9456 Minimum
30.399 19.201 1.0308 Saddle
181.953 173.950 3.3464 Maximum
177.495 352.694 1.3528 Saddle
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Originalni nauqni rad
Proksimiteti su vani za razliqite
svrhe, na primer za procenu rizika sudara
asteroida ili kometa sa planetama Sunqevog
sistema. Opisan je jednostavan i efikasan
metod za traee asteroidskih proksimiteta
u sluqaju eliptiqnih putaa sa zajedniqkom
iom. U nekoliko primera izloeni metod
je poreen sa najnovijim i izvanrednim al-
gebarskim i polinomskim rexeima (Gronchi
2002, 2005).
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